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https://joss.theoj.org
A **developer friendly** journal for research software packages

> A formal peer review process that is designed to improve the quality of the software submitted.

> If your software is already well documented then paper preparation should take no more than an hour.
Submit software for review

Before you submit
Please make sure you've read the submission instructions before submitting. In particular please make sure there is a paper.md present in your repository that is structured like this. We promise this will make things go much more quickly during the review process.

Title
What's the title of this paper?

Repository address
What's the URL of your software?

Software version
e.g. v1.0.0

Description
Please give short (1-2 line) description of your software.

I certify that I am submitting software for which I am a primary author
I confirm that I read and will adhere to the JOSA code of conduct

Submit paper
[PRE REVIEW]: pyneqsys: Solve symbolically defined systems of non-linear equations numerically. [Jupyter Notebook, Python, TAx] [pre-review]

[REVIEW]: grapherator: A Modular Multi-Step Graph Generator [review]

[REVIEW]: reper - Genome-wide identification, classification and quantification of repetitive elements without an assembled genome [review]

[PRE REVIEW]: PyDMD: Python Dynamic Mode Decomposition [Python, Shell, TAx] [pre-review]

[PRE REVIEW]: GfM-f a global gradient-based groundwater modelling framework [pre-review]

[REVIEW]: MixEst: An Estimation Toolbox for Mixture Models [review]

[REVIEW]: IVprobit: An R package to estimate the instrumental variables probit model [review]

[REVIEW]: The Experiment Factory: Reproducible Experiment Containers [review]

[REVIEW]: arrgh: a Go interface to the OpenCPU R server system [review]
[REVIEW]: Category Encoders: a scikit-learn-contrib package of transformers for encoding categorical data #501

whedon opened this issue 29 days ago · 10 comments

whedon commented 29 days ago • edited by deslirulist

Submitting author: @wdm0006 (William McGinnis)
Repository: https://github.com/scikit-learn-contrib/categorical-encoding
Version: v1.2.5
Editor: @jakevdp
Reviewer: @deslirulist
Archive: Pending
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J09. Under Review
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Reviewers and authors:

Please avoid lengthy details of difficulties in the review thread. Instead, please create a new issue in
corner.py: Scatterplot matrices in Python

Daniel Foreman-Mackey
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License
Authors of JOSS papers retain copyright and release the work on

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.
Thanks!
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